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Kung fu panda showdown ps4 trophy guide

Do not underestimate this game, because it is a game Kung Fu Panda. Multiplayer is brutally long and almost impossible to do legally and it's not short platinum. Grinding XP in multiplayer is extremely boring. You have been warned. Note about unconceased tagged trophies: This game is not to miss a
trophy. Unmatched marked trophies mean you can't miss them on your way to platinum as you meet the requirement of another trophy. This means that you should not worry about it. Some general important game tips:First, the 35-hour threshold takes into account that you are increasing this game with
another player. You can save up to 15 hours by increasing this game yourself! Increasing online requires continuous inputs on the controller and cannot be turboed. It is although easy to enhance this game when watching TV on a laptop because it requires little attention. It is highly suggested to try to
borrow another console from a friend or relative to save you to go through a very annoying journey to the rank of master panda twice. SAVE, SAVE, SAVE. Developers had a brilliant idea to never call autosave while playing online and not put any decent way to manually save. The only way to save is to
go to the options menu in the main menu and change any setting. In the upper right corner, you'll see a save icon. Make sure you save after an XP online grinding session before closing the application. It has been confirmed that you are playing autosaves after tournaments, but you should not take any
chances and you should use this saving method every time you close the app just in case you have also played a few matches online you forgot about. + and + ( or ) and your amazing attack is almost just a combo needed to get it through the tournament. Use + on the left or right edge and + on the
highest map platform for easy K.Os. However, make sure your enemy has yellow-red health. There is no trophy specific to the difficulty. Play Student for the easiest opponents. The more controllers you have, the faster you can grind K.O. for Oh Your Tenders. The best configuration is 2 normal controllers
and 1 turbo controller to make the trophy really easy. Make sure you've read all the tips under Tournament Champion. Especially the section on how easy it is to win and about 3 health conditions, because it is necessary to understand. Make sure you read the tips within Master Panda to save a lot of XP
grinding time and avoid potential loss of progress in the game. True AwesomenessEarn each trophy in the game 0.72%Ultra Rare Unmissable Stackable Just finish the legend tournament with 6 different characters. See Tournament Master for more information. Unmissable Stackable Just finish the
legend tournament with 12 different characters. See tournament for more information. Grind You Must Legends tournament with 20 different characters. The tournament can be played by clicking on one player in the main menu and then the Legend Tournament. It takes about 20 minutes to complete the
entire tournament. You can't throw in the middle of a tournament without losing all your progress. The tournament takes ten stages explained in detail below and you can use three continuations to retry a stage that failed before being sent back to the main menu. General Tips: The game offers the highest
difficulty level by default when you select a tournament that is ''Legend''. Be sure to use several times to change the difficulty level to ''Student'' (easiest). There are no achievements related to difficulties. The 8th stage is by far the most difficult and the only one that should cause you trouble. Press to skip
the tournament introUse teleport out of trouble. Use it wisely, though as you can teleport only 3 times per match. You can see how many teleports are available by looking at the yellow balls next to the character image at the bottom of the screen. The AI opponents you're fighting are always random. Some
of them are much more difficult than others. Unfortunately, all this is random and can screw you up the tournament run (especially if you have tough opponents in stage 8). There are three health states in this game: Your opponent has a green health bar if their health is between 50% and 100%. Your
attacks will barely push him away. REALLY HARD FOR K.O.Your opponent has a yellow health bar if his health ranges from 11% to 49%. Your attacks will push him from a good distance. Is K.O with a little luck. Your opponent has a red health bar if their health is between 0% and 10%. Your attacks will
push it away significantly. Most combos will make you fly around the screen. Best time for K.O.How to squat: The game is very annoying. If you try + at higher levels of the map, the game will make you drop levels instead of crouching. To successfully crouch, press and start holding while your warrior is in
the punching animation. At the end of the stamp, your character should now crouch instead of fall. How easy to win:Use + Attack to fill your amazing counter or get your opponent's low health. Go to the edge of the screen (the higher the better) and use + or to push the opponent off the screen if his health
is in red or use amazing if he is ready (You can also use + while at the highest point of the map do K.O for good results). Rinse and repeat your path to victory! CharactersThe game comes with 20 different characters. There are quite a few DLC characters that can be purchased from PlayStation Store.
Two of these characters are FREE (Li and Master Chicken) and count for your 20 characters. It is recommended to use these two free characters, as they are better than several other characters. Below is a list of characters and some tips for some of them to make their tournament easier. Make sure
you're using all the characters marked As Awesome and Good Leave these mediocre on the last: Master Shifu (Medium) + is quite slow, making it a little difficult to use. His incredible attack, however, is a deadly weapon. Any opponent with less than 60% health on the map will almost always die. Just
make sure you're dealing with at least 1 opponent when you run it. Opponents don't have to be grouped together. Just hit one of them and everyone will be hit. Tigress (Amazing) Amazing character. Make sure you are facing your opponent before launching an awesome attack. In addition, try to group
enemies before running it so you can hit all of them. If your opponent is in yellow health, this is guaranteed K.O, even if the fighter is far from the edge. Monkey (Good)This character is not so great. His special attack is very angry for doing K.Os and his moves do almost no harm and barely complements
the awesome bar. You can try its + instead of + for better results. He makes his incredible attack during an all you can eat match can net over 40 points in one shot. You can use + recover if you feel the need. EDIT: I have platinum this game for the second time and I changed monkey from average to
good. Spam to kick-start your staff. This move takes a lot of health from your opponents and also quickly fills your amazing bar. Use it throughout the tournament. Crane (Average)Crane is terrible. Use other characters or get ready for a difficult time. His amazing attack is really weak and only works on
yellow and red health enemies who are close to the edge. The only good thing about it is that it can jump four times to save from falling off the edge. After (Good)Usually + and + should be all you need. His amazing attack only works on one enemy, but is almost guaranteed K.O. In addition, if another
enemy is hit by a ball of energy at the end of a special attack, it is possible multi-K.OMaster Oogway (Good)Good character, but his amazing attack is not reliable K.O. It makes a shield around you that pushes enemies if hit by it so chase after them. The shield will also blast anyone nearby when it
weakens, which is the best time for K.O.Mr. Ping (Medium) Generally a pretty hard fighter to use and everything about it is bad. Low punches, bad awesome, horrible grabs and + works poorly. I recommend spam instead for better results. His amazing attack drops 5 bowls of soup after it's done, but
watch out because opponents can pick them up too. It is possible to K.O during an incredible attack and works better if you use it at the top of the map. Su Wu (Awesome)This character is overpowered. Her amazing attack allows you to move anywhere on the screen and knock enemies. 1 or 2 strikes on
the enemy should be enough k.o. Ordinary + and + should be everything you need. Although she has another very good move, which is + . This is an attack which has a decent amount of energy from the enemy and pushes him a good distance to K.OTai Lung (Awesome)Deadly character and good
amazing attack. Spam Spam Use it, and the final blow will push your opponent on K.O. However, it only works on one enemy. It k.os enemies with full health bar so use it then for maximum impact. Baby Po (Good)This is the only character you don't want to use + because Baby Po will do a roll instead of
staying put. Spam to go through stages. At least his combo fills the amazing bar much faster and does far more damage than the usual fighters with endless combos. His amazing attack turns all enemies into vegetables. The technique involves placing them high or really close to the edge of the screen
and quickly hit to freeze them in vegetables. Then go to them and tap to throw them off the screen. Rhino Commander Vachir (Good)Good character, but his amazing attack is a little weak. Make sure you're not spamming for a special attack by this character. You need to move into the spotlight with a
joystick and hit to shoot projectiles in this place. You can shoot three times for an amazing attack. Master Croc (Good)Good character in general and should not cause too much trouble. Be careful when using your amazing attack so as not to fall off the shelves or get out of the map if there are no shelves
(stage 1 &amp; 2). EDIT: It turns out to be a very good exploit with this character that can be used to easily win tournaments. Take a look at Master Panda for traffic usage. Master Boar (Awesome) This is a very good character (if not the best). His amazing attack is deadly and + fills the bar with light
speed. Don't worry about the fall of the edge when you use its amazing. The character will change course when it hits the shelf. Its only drawback is that + somehow you can not perform with this one. Just use + instead and the attack pushes your enemies really far. Easy to execute K.Os on yellow
enemies too. I went through stage 8 of 3 life and only 25% of health lost. That's how good it is. Master Storming Ox (Awesome) Very good character and great amazing attack. Use this in 20 heats. Soothsayer (Average)Bad attacks and angry amazing attack. It is not recommended to use this character.
Wolf Boss (Awesome) Is a very good character. Its + and + will allow you to breeze through the stages. You can dash with + instead of using teleportation when in trouble. Gorilla Soldier (Awesome)One of the best warriors. Group your opponents and go inside the group before you launch an incredible
attack. Shen (Awesome) His+ fills an amazing bar really fast and his grabs are very strong. Don't forget that you can jump five times to sign up and you can spam for pretty good combos with a high push finisher. His amazing attack, however, is a little strange and quite weak. Use it anywhere on the
screen because it doesn't matter and just hope the balls will kick your opponents. It most likely won't, but it will drain their health out so use it when they are in full health. Mei Mei (Awesome)Surprisingly, this character actually very good and maybe even the best. Can pummel an opponent from 100% to
0% 0% Within seconds with + and her amazing attack is deadly. I only hit once doing the whole 8th stage! Master Bear (Good)Good character and recommended to use. Li (Free DLC) (Good)Good character with a great amazing attack. Hit enemies until they are in yellow health, then head to the top of the
map and wait for them to reach you. Unleash your amazing attack at the moment on guaranteed K.O. Highly recommend you to download. Master Chicken (Free DLC) (Medium) Master Chicken is a pretty difficult character to use. Get ready to lose your pair still and have a tough time on stage 8. At least
his amazing attack is quite strong and easy to knock out yellow-red enemies and can even enemies of green health K.O if you press on them when they try to get back into the game. There are quite a few other DLC characters you can buy, but I haven't tried any of them. They're quite cheap, so it's worth
taking a look if you can't make 20 tournaments with 22 characters available. The tournament consists of ten stages. Below is a description of the challenge you'll face at each stage and a few map tips:1. Time 1v1 on the Valley of Peace Musician's VillageSmall map without interruptions. You need to push
your opponents to the left or right or top of the screen for K.O2. 2v2 time at Jade Palace DojoGaps on both sides of the map. It's pretty hard to use + without thinking the game you want to go on the lower floors, so just stay on the lowest floor to easily spam the move. There are plenty of traps at this level,
which makes it quite annoying. Stay on the top floor if the barbed pole is located on the lower floor. You can stay on the far right side of the top level when a swinging axe appears to be safe from it. Watch out for fire coming out of the floor and annoying balancing dolls. Don't be afraid to withdraw and let
your teammate into battle if you are somehow low on life. Your teammate will always be the fighter you fought in the first stage (though that doesn't matter). DO NOT CROUCH ON THE UPPER EDGES or the game will make you go all the way down and fall straight to death. Watch out for it3. 1v1 time on
Cliff/Rope BridgeIt's very difficult to k.o your opponent on the left side of the screen. You must be on the highest platform with your enemy with his health in red, or you will never succeed. On the other hand, it's terribly easy for K.O on the right side of the screen, so don't fight there. The rope bridge can be
destroyed by hitting the pillars on both sides, so watch out for it. Just make the enemy in yellow health and push the enemy to the right.4. Everything you can eat 1 in 1 on 1 in easy-to-play mode in Shen Fortress. Every time you or your opponent is hit, a piece of bread will fall from you/your opponent. The
player with the most bread at the end of the countdown wins the match. Spam + and should be fine. If you want to grind some OS for Oh Your at the beginning of the stage. It's really hard for K.O from edge.5. King of Kung Fu 1v1v1 in Shen's ShipE mode easiest. The golden ort will appear on the ship's
highest mast platform inside. The player in possession of this ball will score one point per second. To win easily, just go straight to the ball at the beginning, then just run away from enemies until the end of the match. If the fighter gets a bullet. Use + knock out the ball from them right in front of you. Watch
out midway through the match, the ship will ston and you'll have to move to the masts6. Time 1v2 at Jade Palace ArenaSmacho small platform with breaks on both sides. Spam+ until awesome is ready or enemies have less than 10% health. If this is the latter, get to the side of the arena and push them
away with or + .7. 2v2 time on Gongmen MarketNo really any tips for this. This may require a bit of luck, because sometimes your teammate can play poorly and make you lose. It is easier k.o on the right.8. Time 1v3 at Peach GroveEarth level of the tournament. Stick to the center of the map at the lowest
level and spam+ to fill your amazing counter or get enemies in red. WATCH OUT for the lowest sides of the screen. It looks like snow, but in reality it's water and you'll die if you walk on both sides.9. Stocks 1v2 or 1 on the random mapMap for stage 9 is random. The number of opponents also varies from
1 to 2, but the game mode is always available. The only map worth mentioning is Chom-Gom Prison. Make sure you jump on wooden platforms when they appear and jump between platforms before they fall or when you get a target. In addition, do not be afraid to squat on platforms. You will not fall.10
Stock up on 1 Dragon GrottoStay at the bottom of the map if you want to play it safe. Under the bridge to the right of the lowest level is almost reliable and the perfect place to spam + until your amazing attack is ready. Here is a list of 20 characters I used: MonkeyPoOogwaySu WuTai LungWolf
BossMaster BearMaster Storming OxLiRhinoMaster BoarTigressMaster ChickenGorilla SoldierMaster CrocShenMr. PingMei MeiBaby PoMaster Shifu (Omitted Crane and Soothsayer) Here's an 8-10 stage run showing the basic strategy to easily win. Basic Strategy: Spam+ until your opponent has less
than 50% health than go up and + 2-3 times to K.O. Rince and repeat and use awesome attack when available. You can see this strategy in the video below, especially in stages 9 &amp; 10. Valley DwellerPlay 4 Different Levels 46.71%Uncommon Unmissable Stackable This trophy is unmissable. You
just play on 4 different maps. See Master Traveler for more information. Itinerant WarriorPlay 8 Different Levels 27.46%Uncommon Unmissable Stackable This trophy is unmissable. You just have to play on 8 different maps. See Master Traveler for more information. Master TravelerPlay 12 Different
Levels 11.43%Rare Zero LevelComplete all tutorial lessons select Single Player, and then select Tutorial. There will be a list of 10 tutorials you need to play through and after 10 trophy unlocks. They are very short and should only take about 5 - 10 minutes to go through the entire list. Practice makes
AwesomePlay Practice 42.23%Uncommon From the main menu, select Single Player and then practice. Select any map and any character, and when the match starts, press back and forth to make the trophy pop up. No charge for AwesomenessUse 20 different amazing 3.72% Ultra Rare attacks When
you play, the blue bar will be under your character's image. This bar slowly fills up when you hit an enemy. Once full, ''Awesome!'' appears on the bar. Hit to use your amazing attack. Do it once for Skadoosh and do it with 20 different characters for this trophy. You have to play in a tournament with 20



characters, so you just need to use an awesome attack at least once. See the Characters section of the tournament champion's info to see a description of the incredible attacks. Last StandingWin Champion 10 Matches Stock 16.76%Rare Points TakenWin 10 Time Matches 6.12%Very Rare Kung Fu'd
ItWin 5 King of Kung Fu Matches 5.69%Very rare Master of Inner PeaceWin 5 Master of Inner Peace Matches 3.91%Ultra Rare This game mode can only be played in local multiplayer or online matches. For the first one, select Versus from the main menu, and then tap to change your game options.
Select Master of Inner Peace and place the match time at 1 minute instead of 3 minutes. You can play against A.I if you don't have a second controller. It's a game like King Kung Fu, but you can't attack when you're in possession of a golden ball. Just get the golden ball with the main controller and wait
for the game to finish. Hit for a rematch and rinse and repeat until the trophy pops up. Do the same, but in online player matches, if you don't have a second controller and prefer to play with a player other than A.I, but you don't get XP from player matches. Hunger JusticeWin 5 All You Can Eat Matches
5.80%Very rare Unmissable All You Can Eat match is a match in which a piece of bread falls from a fighter jet every time he/she is hit. The player who collected the most plays at the end of the 2-minute countdown wins the match. This mode cannot be played in ranked matches. You'll get it on your way
to winning the Tournament Master Trophy, so don't go out for it. There is 1 match of this type in each tournament, so it will be unlocked during the 5th. Power in NumbersWin 10 matches in the Team Play 8.62%Very rare Oh Your TendersKO 1000 Opponents 1.61%Ultra Rare Grind This will be your last
trophy towards winning a platinum trophy. Depending on how well you've played in 20 tournaments, you should need 150 to 300 K.O., but don't be afraid, as this trophy guide will show you an easy way to get up to 12 kills per minute! First, this technique requires at least 2 controllers (3 better) and one of
these controllers should be a turbo driver if possible. If you don't have 2+ controllers, just play arcade/online or against very good bots. It is recommended to go with Mei Mei as you get to 10 K.O.s on stage when you play with her. For other players with 2+ controllers, here are the settings:Select versus
from the main menu. Hit for match option. Match rule: Time only. Team Play: Timeout: 10 minutes. Difficulty: Student (If playing with A.I.). Pickup Speed: None.Player 1 selects Gorilla Soldier.Other players choose Master Shifu.Select Jade Palace Arena on the map. Now go to the right or left side and hit
with player 1 with the other players in front to drop off. Make sure other players don't just jump off without a hit, as this counts as suicide, and K.O. players have a shield of 5 seconds during rebirth. Below is a video of myself using a turbo controller to spam with a Gorilla soldier while I use my left and right
hand and two other left joystick controllers to bring them to the gorilla. I reached 120 + K.O. in a match 10 minutes on average. Hit for a rematch until the trophy pops up. If you don't have a turbo controller, ask a friend to help you and mess with Player 1 for a few games. Only 2-3 matches at most are
enough for this last trophy and sweet and well-deserved platinum! As you can see, Gorilla Soldier somehow moves slightly backwards every time he does his combos. It is enough to restore it to the edge once in a while. As an additional note, it is at the speed of x2. Oh Your Tenders Video
GuideEverything above takes into account that you have increased the online part of the game. If you plan to do it legally, don't worry about this trophy as you'll get it your way before you finish the rest of the trophies with it. True MasteryWin 200 Matches 2.25%Ultra Rare First step to AwesomenessWin
match online 13.57%Rare Online Required Unmissable Stackable Just win an online match for this trophy. You win even when your opponents disconnect from your opponents. Online Required Unmissable Stackable You need 359 XP to reach this rank, which is 45 ranked matches using rescue strategy.
See Master Panda strategy to get double XP and finish online in the fastest time. Make sure you're playing ranked matches, not player matches. Online Required Unmissable Stackable You need 1889 XP to reach this rank, which is 237 ranked matches using rescue strategy. See Master Panda strategy
to get double XP and finish online in the fastest time. Make sure you're playing ranked matches, not player matches. Master PandaReach Master Panda Online Ranking 0.85%Ultra Rare Online Required Grind You need 5000 XP to reach this rank, which is 625 ranked matches using rescue strategy. It
takes about 10 - 15 hours per player. Make sure you're playing matches not player matches. Here are some general tips:Important: If the host finishes the match midway through the match, the match, chances that all your progress will be erased. WATCH OUT FOR IT. DON'T PLAY WITH RANDOM.
Important: The game does not save after winnings, go to the options menu in the main menu and change any setting. In the upper right corner you will see the ''save''.' icon. DON'T FORGET TO DO IT REGULARLY, ESPECIALLY BEFORE YOU CLOSE THE GAME, OR YOU'LL LOSE ALL YOUR XP! It
is highly suggested to borrow another console from a relative and increase it by yourself to save the terrible pain of doing it twice. You have to play ranked, so there is no way to set up a private game to do so. Get ready to interrupt randomly from time to time. Playing on time or time doesn't matter. Use
this to your advantage if random seems to be looking for a specific game mode. More players don't give you more XP, so just increase with two fighters. Now, how to increase it. You usually get 4xp per win, but for some strange reason, if you host a game and the other player misses out, you'll get 8 XP,
saving 625 unnecessary matches! So: Host a time or time game with your account going for the trophy. Join another account. As soon as the game starts, the one that won't be about the trophy ends. The second player will receive 8 XP. Just do the waiting room, but make sure the host is the player who's
up for the trophy! If you want to achieve this amount of legit XP, be ready to sink in a huge amount of time and effort in this game. It takes about 75h+ to do this if you win most games and don't waste time waiting for people to join the lobby (which shouldn't be a problem now that the game is on PS+).
This can take a lot more than if you're having trouble winning with other players. Here is a good strategy to increase your chances of success and reduce the length of matches:Always play action matches. They are generally shorter than time matches if you can quickly eliminate other playersTry to play
with as few players as possible. You won't get more XP if you're playing with more of your opponents, so try to play 1-on-1 matches as much as you can when someone joins Pick Master Croc as your player and spam this move as fast as you can: hold on as fast as you can by holding and switching the
left joystick and . Master Croc is going to make a strange move very quickly that does a really good injury and that fills the amazing bar incredibly quickly. Keep up the pressure and use an incredible attack when it's ready or when another player is in a red state or push it off the map. It's a bit of a strange
move to make, but practice until you get good at it. Also, if you have a turbo controller, turbo, so you just have to control the joysticks. When you can do it perfectly, you will win almost every match. Good luck! Here's what the move looks like: and here you can see in action in the online game: Move to use
in the online gameI want to thank for showing me this incredibly amazing Move! Here's also a link to me doing it using a turbo controller: PS4 25 Trophies • 1350 Points
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